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The predictable format, repetition, and routine of these lessons will create a relaxed learning environment, as the
variations in the topics will hold students’ attention and help them generalize the reading skills they need to succeed!
You start with Level 1 (The Cat) and ending with Level 9 (The Lizard), special-educator Joseph Porter is rolling out an
incredible 90 hours of animal-themed, whole-group instruction. As well as the step-by-step lesson programs, Joseph
provides a detailed explanation of what the lessons will look and feel just like in the classroom, filled with valuable, first-
hand assistance. In the back, you’ll discover an appendix with numerous ideas for complementary activities for each
animal theme, so you can supplement on the “off” times with art projects, music, books, and video clips. There are also
two sentence-building exercises for each animal theme, that may build students’ observation skills and help them
transform those skills into conversation and written language. There are two student worksheets for each of nine
animals, totaling eighteen worksheets. Each worksheet offers four variations, and there's a ready-to-go lesson plan for
each one! There's a good section containing Data-Collection Linens, evaluation forms that will assist you record
students’ progress, per IEP standards.
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Not for kids with cognitive impairments, ADHD, or fine motor difficulties I like lots of things concerning this curriculum,
but I don't feel that it had been described well in the product overview. Within the initial few paragraphs, the writer
says this reserve won't work very well with children with cognitive impairments.!.but I'd add to that list myself. Aftering
much, not all, of the book, I feel that there exists a limited set of children who will reap the benefits of this approach.
(This only happens when you are printing from the disk. I might be wrong, but it seems like a curriculum created for
children with autism who have no various other disabilities, such as for example ADHD, fine engine delays, or cognitive
impairments. I'd exactly like to see it labeled better before people spend their cash on something that they can not use.
Also, a lot of the book centered on entire group instruction, although I suppose that you could use it 1:1 as well. We so
be thankful. The yellow rabbit can hop. The lessons are fantastic in that they change the details just a little and teach
the kids never to just memorize, but actually pay attention to the information.)Overall, I LOVE the idea, the lessons were
perfectly straightforward and proved helpful well when I had subs in the classroom. The sentence building lesson was
great and actually helped my students to understand graphic organizers and brain storming.My only complaint, which it
why We knocked it down a star (. 5) is normally that the worksheets had a LOT of typos in them. You don't need to
photocopy or create in the reserve. I utilized it daily in my self-contained autism classroom (the kids were all on about a
Kindergarten or 1st grade reading level). What a helpful tool from the author. It looks as if the worksheets had been
rushed and not completely edited. I acquired to cross out the second color and that messed up the stream, so my
students, who have a very hard time watching details and don't fully comprehend what they are reading anyway, would
miss the second rabbit in the sentence and believe it was totally great. I don't see nonverbal children or children who
can't compose or draw doing well. This book will stay with us in the event there are ever any problems int he future. I
loved that there was a disk to printing from. It's an excellent addition to your reading curriculum when looking to get
the students to really focus on details and not simply memorize the books. Can anyone help me? I was homeschooling
her for Kindergarten and later switched her an amazing private college. The worksheets IN the reserve are fill-in-the-
blank. It really is an excellent book with LOTS of comprehensive explanations and the web site to printing from is a easy
to use. Do not get overwhelmed by it's big size once you obtain it. I'm excited to to use this with my son for . One of the
worksheets says "the brown rabbit has lengthy ears." There's only one rabbit pictured on the worksheet. A great
addition to a reading curriculum, created for lower-functioning autism/more affordable level readers We really want to
give this 3 and half stars. The guidelines are obvious and I love the actual fact that you can head to website to printing
out all the worksheets and guidelines free of charge... You can’t get this to crap up!! Since there exists a hyperlink
provided in the publication to a site to download the worksheets (also, they are provided in the paperback copy), you can
purchase the Kindle version but still have access to the same information. Buy This This reading and comprehension
program did wonders for my 13 year old son. He is writing in comprehensive sentences, (unprompted) and discussing the
text to answer issue. He provides limited verbal abilities, so the coloring is effective in letting me know he fully
understands the text. The only real problem is that people are now finished with this program. With the autism people,
having everything the same is quite important. I go through the reviews before buying and decided to buy the paperback
duplicate of the publication since I believed you could only access the worksheets this way.!. Good starting point Very
simplistic and incredibly well sequenced. However in my opinion, only serves as a starting point for reading intervention,
teaching children to pay attention to details (increasing receptive listening skills) and answer questions from there. Very
easy to instruct from, and beneficial to homeschool parents. I cannot access the CD materials I love the product but We
cannot get the CD materials to pull up in a PDF format. We was homeschooling her for Kindergarten and afterwards
switched her an incredible private school I purchased this book to greatly help my 5 calendar year girl with autism to
comprehend reading comprehension. I became increasingly more comfortable and also have seen huge gains When I
began teaching this it had been tricky at first. However, I became a lot more comfortable and also have seen huge gains!
Alexa unauthorized order! Sadly Alexa ordered this reserve among other things for my 86 season old mother. She was
attempting to call her one and only son who has the same name as the author via the eco present. I'm thrilled to to
utilize this with my child for helping him with reading comprehension in the home. You cannot print from the Kindle
version of the book. The book is excellent but I bought the Kindle version with the thought that you can print the



worksheets and you also cannot. We would love to visit a second edition! Will have to choose the paperback book now.
Five Stars Good resource Five Stars Can't wait to utilize it
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